
 

A little while back I learnt while driving why one needed to keep an eye on what one has passed ~ so 

one can equally see what is coming 

then I have found many blessings of faith and had 

understand how and why often ‘things happen’ and why People are brought together through G

coincidences whether it be a lesson to learn from or share, travel with

So here we are above ~ I’m mags, looking for something shiny to hold on to and you were in the 

centre of the wood, a raven in the art room 

feather and today I’d just like to say 

THANKYOU for connecting in so many

know AND feel, I was ‘in the right place’

MERCI for those that you equally befriended that helped bring more pieces of patchwork into 

existence and shared further what we are trying t

And G-d bless you dear ~ from all of us, brought together with one love, one 

to serve and unite one Family, under G

Your love talent and craft contribution is most appreciated and 

needed to make, through the Grace of G

And it is our prayer that all your relations and relationships now and into every 

new day we are given will continue to flourish and be a blessing to you, that 

you too may see G-ds love equally reflecte

all eternity 

With love, 

………………………………………………………………. Michelle Hawkins  

* England UK on behalf of Ubuntu France *

through the Grace of G-d, our Sister xx

A little while back I learnt while driving why one needed to keep an eye on what one has passed ~ so 

one can equally see what is coming next ~ when I was hit while stationery on the school run.  Since 

then I have found many blessings of faith and had hundreds of conversations with G

understand how and why often ‘things happen’ and why People are brought together through G

coincidences whether it be a lesson to learn from or share, travel with, partner or be a Friend to.

~ I’m mags, looking for something shiny to hold on to and you were in the 

in the art room and we became immediately, like Family ~ birds of one 

feather and today I’d just like to say MURAKOZE 

THANKYOU for connecting in so many unseen and yet known and recognized ways that helped me 

know AND feel, I was ‘in the right place’ and never alone 

MERCI for those that you equally befriended that helped bring more pieces of patchwork into 

and shared further what we are trying to achieve and doing 

d bless you dear ~ from all of us, brought together with one love, one heart and one desire ~ 

to serve and unite one Family, under G-d 

Your love talent and craft contribution is most appreciated and 

ugh the Grace of G-d, our best UK patchwork for MARY

And it is our prayer that all your relations and relationships now and into every 

new day we are given will continue to flourish and be a blessing to you, that 

ds love equally reflected in your own life and existence for 

………………………………………………………………. Michelle Hawkins   

* England UK on behalf of Ubuntu France * Murakoze to a beautiful Friend Mother and 

d, our Sister xx 

 

A little while back I learnt while driving why one needed to keep an eye on what one has passed ~ so 

~ when I was hit while stationery on the school run.  Since 

hundreds of conversations with G-d daily to 

understand how and why often ‘things happen’ and why People are brought together through G-d 

or be a Friend to. 

~ I’m mags, looking for something shiny to hold on to and you were in the 

and we became immediately, like Family ~ birds of one 

ways that helped me 

MERCI for those that you equally befriended that helped bring more pieces of patchwork into 

heart and one desire ~ 

Your love talent and craft contribution is most appreciated and was highly 

our best UK patchwork for MARY! 

And it is our prayer that all your relations and relationships now and into every 

new day we are given will continue to flourish and be a blessing to you, that 

in your own life and existence for 

Murakoze to a beautiful Friend Mother and 


